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Targets consisting of tungsten and chromium powders imbedded in nuclear emulsion were exposed to the 300-
GeV proton beam at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory. For each event found, the number of
minimum-ionizing (shower) tracks n, and the number of heavily ionizing tracks N„were determined, and the

production angles of the shower tracks were measured. For 39 chromium events, we find ( n, ) = 13.8 ~ 1.2,

(Ni, ) = 7.2 ~ 0.7, and (—ln tan(8h, b/2) ) = ( r ) = 3.32 ~ 0.07. For 51 events in tungsten, we find

(n, ) = 18.6+ 1.5, (Nz) = 12.9 ~ 1.2, and (r) = 2.83 ~0.06. The ratio R =(n, )/(n, )p, where (n, )p
is the average charged multiplicity in p-p collisions, agrees with the form R = 1/2+ v/2, where v is the
mean number of intranuclear collisions. However, no single model adequately explains both the multiplicity
and the angular distribution data.

I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in high-energy hadron collisions
with nuclei has continued to grow. ' ' This is
surely due to recent improvements in experi-
ments using identifiable nuclear targets' ' as
well as the realization that studies involving the
use of hydrogen targets can only provide us with
information about the asymptotic multiparticle
final state. It is the nucleus which enables us to
interfere with this final state immediately after
its creation, and before it reaches maturity.
Hence, the nucleus becomes part of our labora-
tory, wherein the details of hadron dynamics can
be manifested.

Initial efforts" were directed toward distinguish-
ing two broad classes of models concerning par-
ticle production in hadron-hadron collisions. One
ciass (one-step or incoherent models) involves
those production mechanisms where the created
particles become physical within the nucleus. In
such a process the created particles would be
free to interact with downstream nucleons and
produce a cascade. Such a multiplicative process
would produce a multiplicity of shower particles
far in excess of that observed on hydrogen tar-
gets. The second class (two-step or coherent
models) involves the production of an intermediate
state of sufficient lifetime and time dilatation fac-
tor to enable it to traverse the nucleus before de-
caying. Thus effects of the nucleus upon the de-
veloping hadronic final state would be minimal
and observed multiplicities would not differ great-
ly from those observed on hydrogen targets.

Experimental evidence ' " has shown that the
nuclear multiplicity ratio

where (n,)„ is the average multiplicity of relativis-
tic charged particles in nuclear targets of mass
number A, and (n, )~ is the proton-proton multi-
plicity at equal energy, is close to unity and only
weakly A-dependent. Accordingly, we discuss
our data on multiparticle production in tungsten
(A = 184) and chromium (A = 52) only in terms of
coherent production models.

II. MODELS FOR HADRON-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS

In the Landau theory" the volume of the inter-
mediate state immediately formed after a colli-
sion of two hadrons is too small to contain a well-
defined number of particles. The system evolves
into the multiparticle final state only when it ex-
pands to a sufficiently large volume to accommo-
date the final number of particles. This fast ex-
pansion is relativistically hydrodynamic in char-
acter and is described by thermodynamic collec-
tive variables, such as pressure and entropy.
When a proton collides with a large nucleus, the
Landau model views the proton as cutting a tunnel
through the nucleus. Since all this takes place
during the intermediate phase of newly created
hadronic matter when particle counting makes no
sense, nuclear cascading is precluded. Thus the
theory predicts a weak dependence of the multi-
plicity of created particles on the size of the
struck nucleus,
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RA

independent of energy.
Dar and Vary' use an optical model to describe

the interaction of a hadron with a nucleus. The
intermediate states are generated by diffractive
excitation of the beam and target particles. The
first collision of the beam particle with a constit-
uent nucleon produces a fast and a slow excited
state of rnatter. The fast one continues through
the nucleus with a mean free path identical to that
of the incident particle, and creates another slow
excited state in each subsequent collision with a
nucleon. After the fast state emerges from the
nucleus, it decays into ,'(n, )—~ particles. Each of
the slow excited states becomes —,'(n, ), particles.
Therefore, if the average number of collisions
of the beam particle and its excited state in a nu-
cleus is vA, then

Fishbane and Trefil" have also derived this result
using their coherent-production model (CPM).

The energy-flux-cascade (EFC) model has been
proposed by Gottfried' and has characteristics
common to the above models. For the collective
variable, he uses the energy-momentum flux of
hadronic matter to describe the early evolution of
a colliding system. The only input to the model
is the single-particle spectrum known from pro-
ton-proton collisions. Classical equations of mo-
tion are used to extrapolate this spectrum back-
ward in time in order to determine the stress ten-
sor of the energy-momentum pulse formed upon

collision. This pulse, formed in the initial colli-
sion of projectile with a nucleon, takes on the as-
pects of two hadrons, named the hard and soft
hadrons. The hard hadron retains the quantum
numbers and nearly all the energy E of the pro-
jectile and continues through the nucleus with the
mean free path of the projectile. Every subse-
quent collision of the hard hadron results in very
little energy loss but creates another soft hadron
with energy -E' '. Each soft hadron eventually
becomes the source of —3(n,)~ particles and each
hard hadron becomes —',(n, )~ particles, yielding
the predicted value

I~A= a+3 VA

The two-phase model (TPM} of Fishbane and
Trefil" is a generalization of Gottfried's model
which removes the division of the single-particle
rapidity spectrum into two bulk states of matter
with very different properties. They argue that
any rapidity slice of the energy-momentum flux
has a probability of generating upon collision an
excited state of matter. This probability is pro-

portional to the slice thickness but independent
of the rapidity. The resultant prediction for RA
is identical to the prediction of Dar and Vary.

A common feature of the latter three models is
the linear dependence of AA on v„:

RA= (1 —g)+qv»
where q = —,

' or —,'. While some efforts' " have gone
into calculating v„ theoretically using various
ground-state nuclear densities, a more reliable
method is to use the relationship"

where o» and o» are the absorption (inelastic)
cross sections of protons on protons and protons
on nuclei, respectively. Denisov et al."have
measured 0'» for various elements and energies
and obtained the empirical form vA =0.699A"".
This corresponds closely to calculations made by
us and others" using a Woods-Saxon form for the
nuclear density. "

III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Although the idea of loading nuclear emulsion
with target materials in powder form is an old

one, "the technique used here is new. Several
10 cm&&20 cm&&200 p. m emulsions were prepared
on glass and allowed to dry. Then a slurry was
made by mixing less than one gram of powder in
a beaker containing about 100 cc of water. This
combination was spun by hand rapidly to distri-
bute the metal powder uniformly in the water.
The swirling mixture then was poured quickly
over the emulsion plate and resulted in a fine
silt coat. A second 200 p, emulsion layer was
finally added and the resultant sandwich was
dried. Carbon (diamond dust), chromium, silver,
bismuth, and tungsten powders slurried well. The
powders were of 325 mesh which yielded an aver-
age granule diameter of about 15 p, .

For this experiment, the sandwich method of
loading had important advantages. Scanning was
confined to a single plane and events of interest
were guaranteed at least 200 p, of observable
track length.

The prepared plates were exposed to the 300-
GeV proton beam at the Fermi National Accelera-
tor Laboratory" until a density of about 100000
tracks per square centimeter had been obtained.
Each stack of plates was oriented with its plane
parallel to the beam. Thus the incident proton
track along with the very forward cone of shower
particles could be followed for sufficient distances
to guarantee accurate angular measurements.

After development the plates were area scanned
using a 55X oil-immersion objective. The signal-
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FIG. 1. Collision of a high-energy proton with a tungsten nucleus. A total of 66 tracks radiate from a common center
within the tungsten granule located in the nuclear emulsion. Eighteen of the tracks were classified as shower particles.

TABLE I. Summary of the multiplicity data.

Element A Events (+~) (NA)

to-noise ratio presented to the scanners was cer-
tainly less than ideal. The noise consists of a
high background of minimum ionizing tracks as
well as the granules themselves. An event with
at least one heavily ionizing track readily catches
the eye. However, we find only about 50%%u& of
white stars (events with no heavily ionizing tracks)
with a multiplicity of three. White stars with a
multiplicity of four or five were much easier to
detect since the signal is comparable to a heavily
ionizing track. Notwithstanding, we later show
that the ratio B„is not sufficiently affected by
this slight scanning bias to vitiate the conclusions
of this paper.

Spatial measurements using a Koristka B4 mi-
croscope were made on each minimum ionizing
track in order to determine the production angle
of each particle. These tracks were grouped ac-
cording to the usual criterion:

(i) Tracks with an ionization less than 1.4 times
that of a minimum ionizing track were classified
as shower particles, n, . An ionization of 1.4 mini-
mum corresponds to a P of O. V or an energy of 57
MeV for pions and 375 MeV for protons.

(ii) Tracks with an ionization greater than this
were classified as heavy tracks N„. These are
mainly protons knocked out or evaporated from
the target nucleus.

A picture of a large tungsten event is shown in
Fig. 1.

IV. RESULTS

A. Multiplicity distributions
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In Table I we summarize the parameters of the

multiplicity distributions. The errors shown are
statistical only. Figure 2 gives the multiplicity
signature of each event. In Fig. 3 we present the
shower particle multiplicity distribution n, for
tungsten and chromium targets. The curves
drawn on the figure were obtained by Slattery"
in his analysis of KNO-type scaling" "of the

charged multiplicity distributions in proton-pro-
ton interactions. The distributions were found
to scale in the variable z -=n, /(n, ). Although pre-
vious work"" has indicated that the width of the
distribution in the variable z increases with the
atomic mass of the target, the statistical accuracy
of the present data is not sufficient to further test
this result.

Figure 4 contains the multiplicity distributions
for the heavily ionizing particles N„. In contrast

W
Cr

184 51 18.6+ 1.5 12.9 + 1.2 2.18+ 0.18
52 39 13.8 + 1.2 7.2 + 0.7 1.62 + 0.14

FIG. 2. A scatter plot showing the number of minimum
ionizing (shower) tracks n, and the number of heavily
ionizing tracks Nz for each of the events.
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FIG. 3. Shower particle multiplicity distribution for
tungsten and chromium. The solid curves mere obtained
by a KNO-type scaling of the charged multiplicity dis-
tribution in proton-proton interactions.
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to the distribution observed in nuclear emulsion, ""
which is a maximum at N„= 0 and falls monotoni-
cally with increasing N„, the distributions on the
pure elements show pronounced peaks at N„=13
and 8 for tungsten and chromium, respectively.
The secondary peak at N„= 27 in tungsten suggests
that some tungsten nuclei fission. Such a process
has previously been observed for gold nuclei. "

We next plot in Fig. 5 (ng against N„ for N„bi ns
of width five. For tungsten, the rising, linear de-
pendence of (n,) on N„ is reminiscent of the famil-
iar emulsion result. "' The tungsten plot has
been fitted by a straight line with a y' of 0.03 for
3 degrees of freedom. Otterlund" has fitted 1571
proton-emulsion events at 300 GeV:

FIG. 5. Double multiplicity plot for the 51 tungsten
and 39 chromium events. The solid line represents a
linear fit to the tungsten data. The dashed line repre-
sents a similar fit to 300-GeV emulsion data.

(n,)= (11.0 + 2.4) + (0.57+ 0.15)N„(tungsten),

(n,)= (9.2 s 0.5) + (0.72 a 0.04)N„(emulsion) .
The similarity of the tungsten and emulsion data
indicates that (n,) depends chiefly on N„rather
than on the nuclear size. The apparent deviation
of the chromium data from the trend of the emul-
sion and tungsten points may reflect some limit-
ing phenomenon as N„approaches the number of
nuclear protons. Similar behavior has been ob-
served in emulsion for N„& 20.""
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FIG. 4. Multiplicity distribution of the heavily ionizing
particles emitted.

B. R vs'

Figure 6 shows the ratio R for tungsten and
chromium plotted against v„using Eq. (6) to cal-
culate v„. We have also included emulsion and
Echo Lake data. ' The emulsion data are at 200
GeV and represent a pooling of 876 events reported
by Babecki et al. ' and 1068 interactions found by
Hebert et al. ' with 179 found in our laboratory. "
Hebert et al. have also separated the emulsion
data into CNO and AgBr groups. The three curves
are the theoretical predictions discussed in Sec.
H. The Echo Lake data tend to disagree with our
data for the higher values of A. However, in that
experiment the interaction vertex was not directly
observed and the multiplicity was inferred from
observed data via Monte Carlo corrections.

The Landau model prediction of the form R =A'
with x=0.19 is certainly too high. Our fit to the
emulsion, chromium, and tungsten data gives x
=0.135+0.004 with a y' per degree of freedom of
2.4/2.
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TABLE II. Experimental (see Refs. 9 and 34) and
theoretical values for the ratio D/(&, ), where D = (n, )
—(n ) 2.

Target Exper imental g= 1/2

Proton
Emulsion
Chromium
Tungsten

0.50 + 0.01
0.62 + 0.01
0.51 + 0.05
0.56 + 0.04

0.54 + 0.02
0.51 + 0.01
0.53+ 0.01

0.60+ 0.02
0.58+ 0.01
0.60+ 0.01

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5
v

4.0

FIG. 6. Plot of the ratio R vs ~. The curves repre-
sent the predictions of the theoretical models.

C. D/(n ) vsA

It is well known" that D/(n, ), where D'

=((n, -(n, ))'), is independent of energy (for ER 50
GeV) in p-p interactions. Similar behavior is
observed in P -emulsion interactions at 67 and
200 GeV. ' This behavior is a fundamental con-
sequence of KNQ scaling. "" A sensitive test
for models of hadron-nucleus interactions is

The —,'+ & v formula is strongly favored by the
data. This conclusion, combined with the emul-
sion result of Eq. (7), allows the determination
of the relationship between v and N„,

v = (1.16 + 0.12) + (0.17s 0.01)N„.

The major source of systematic error in this
experiment is the possible scanning bias against
low multiplicity white stars. In order to investi-
gate the sensitivity of R„to scanning bias, one may
use the well-determined 200-GeV emulsion multi-
plicity distribution. If all N„=O, n, =2, 3 and 4
events are excluded (corresponding to zero scan-
ning efficiency for these categories), the value of
R for emulsion increases about 2%%uo. Since our
chromium and tungsten data contain white stars
in this n, range, our scanning efficiency for these
white stars is greater than zero. Furthermore,
the proportion of white stars present in our data
should be smaller than in the emulsion data since
about 40%0 of white stars in emulsion are hydrogen
events. Thus our overestimate of R„should be
considerably less than 3%. Since v for emulsion
is only slightly greater than the v of chromium,
the experimental agreement of the ratios R~„
and R, „, supports this conclusion.

their prediction of this quantity as a function of
A.

Using the formula derived by Andersson and
Otterlund" and a Woods-Saxon calculation of P„(A)
(the probability of v collisions in a nucleus of
atomic mass A), we have calculated D/(ng as a
function of A for the CPM and EFC models. In
Table II we compare the results of these calcula-
tions with the experimental data. '"

The experimental value for emulsion clearly
favors the CPM prediction, in agreement with
our analysis of R. The chromium and tungsten
data of Table II appear to be in agreement with
the predictions for q = —,

' and below those for q = &.

However, because of the probable effects, as de-
scribed below, of biases in the data, we believe
that our results are not in disagreement with the

q = —,
' predictions.

The value of D/(n, ) is more sensitive than R to
a possible scanning bias against the low end of
the multiplicity distribution. Since this bias would
reduce the value of D/(n, ), we believe that the ex-
perimental results represent lower limits for this
quantity. For example, while an addition of three
events of N„=O, n, =3 to the tungsten data would
lower R by only half of its statistical error, it
would bring the tungsten value for D/(ng into
close agreement with the CPM calculation.

D. Angular distributions

The histograms in Fig. 7 show the pseudorapid-
ity, r = —lntan(6„, /2), distributions of the shower
particles emitted from tungsten and chromium
targets. We have scaled the distributions for pro-
tons on hydrogen" from 205 GeV to 300 GeV by
displacing the right half of the 205-GeV distribu-
tion 0.4 pseudorapidity units to the right. The
added area under the curve renormalizes the dis-
tribution to the experimentally determined multi-
plicity at 300 GeV. Also shown are the "excess"
pseudorapidity distributions for tungsten and
chromium obtained by subtracting the p-P distri-
bution. As noted in several previous papers, "'"
for the very forward tracks (large r), the angular
distributions for the two metals agree with the
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TABLE III. Comparison of model predictions of (r)
with the experimental values for the tungsten and chro-
mium targets.

Element EFC CPM TP M Exper iment
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5.59
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2.05
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FIG. 7. Pseudorapidity distributions for the chromium
and tungsten events. The solid curve represents the
205-GeV hydrogen data scaled to 300 GeV. The shaded
histogram shows the distribution of the particles in ex-
cess of the hydrogen data. From left to right the arrows
indicate the centroids of the excess, metal, and hydro-
gen distributions.

W
Cr

2.76
2.96

2.81
2.97

3.02
3.13

2.83+ 0.06
3.32 + 0.07

p-p distributions. While the excess particles ap-
pear at lower pseudorapidities, the excess in
chromium peaks at higher pseudorapidity than
that in tungsten.

To date, the theories have made only qualitative
statements concerning the shape of the excess
rapidity distributions. The EFC model predicts
that the excess of shower particles is spread uni-
formly over the backward one-third of the p-p dis-
tribution. The CPM prediction has the uniform
excess spread over the backward one-half. The
TPM prediction has an excess in the shape of a
right triangle with no excess in the forward direc-
tion and maximum excess in the backward direc-
tion. Furthermore, the theories have assumed a
rectangular p-p distribution extending to zero
rapidity. In order to make more realistic model
predictions, we have modified the theories as
shown in Fig. 8.

We center the p-p distribution in rapidity at the
correct value calculated from the kinematics.
This is 3.23 at 300 GeV. The width is set by
dividing the p-p multiplicity by the height of the
p-P rapidity distribution. We thus use a uniform
distribution in rapidity which has a left-hand edge
at y = 0.87 independent of energy, and which ex-
tends to 5.59. This lower limit is a realistic one,
corresponding to 6) &45 in the laboratory frame.
We then position the cascading excess as indicated
by the theories. With these modifications we cal-
culate the centroid of the rapidity spectrum for
each of the models. The result is

0.87

l

I

3.23
Y

5.59
EFC: (y)= 0.87+2.36(8+ v„)/(6+Sv„),

CPM: (y)=0.87+2.36(3+ v„)/(2+2v„),

TPM: (y)=0.87+4.72(2+ v„)/(3+Sv„) .

(8)

cln

dp h—

2.44
We have done Monte Carlo calculations trans-

forming distributions in rapidity to distributions
in pseudorapidity. The result, which is essential-
ly independent of energy, is

(r) =( y)+0.22 .
0.87 5.59

FIG. 8. The predictions of the models for the rapidity
distributions assuming a uniform distribution for hydro-
gen. For illustration, a value of 3 has been assumed
for &.

The resultant centroids in pseudorapidity are dis-
played in Table III along with the experimental
results. While the tungsten value falls within the
range predicted by the theories, the chromium
result does not.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of model predictions of
(r),„„„with the experimental values for the tungsten
and chromium targets.

Element EFC CPM TP M Experiment

W
Cr

1.88
1.88

2.27
2.27

2.66
2.66

2.31+0.11
3.11+ 0.18

V. SUMMARY

The shower particle multiplicity distributions
for tungsten and chromium targets are similar to

The theories suggest that the centroid of the
excess rapidity distribution should be independent
of v„and, therefore, independent of A. In Table
IV we show that this condition is not met by our
data.

Another way to characterize the data is to de-
termine the fraction of the excess particles in the
forward one-half of the p-p distribution, that is,
with pseudorapidity greater than 3.45. While the
EFC and CPM models predict no forward excess,
the TPM predicts 25% of the excess to be forward.
Our data contain (36+ 5)% of the excess in the for-
ward direction in chromium and (20 + 2g in tung-
sten.

The excess pseudorapidity centroids are not
very sensitive to our possible scanning bias,
since white stars contribute large ~ values, but
have low multiplicities.

that obtained from a KNO-type scaling of the
charged multiplicity distributions in P-p inter-
actions. The multiplicity distributions for the
heavily ionizing particles have peaks at around
13 and 8 for tungsten and chromium, respective-
ly. A plot of (ng vs N„ is linear.

The ratios of the shower particle multiplicity
for the metal to that for hydrogen support the pre-
diction —,'+-,' v obtained from the CPM and TPM
and disagree with the Landau and EFC predictions.
The value for the dispersion in the multiplicity
divided by the average multiplicity is sensitive to
possible scanning biases and does not distinguish
between the models.

The angular distributions do not agree with the
simplified calculations available at present. None
of the models predicts the A dependence for the
centroid of the distribution in excess of the p-P
distribution.

Further progress in this area awaits additional
data on elemental targets and more detailed cal-
culations of angular distributions.
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